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ADVANCED Motion Controls is an 
engineering centered company 
built on productivity, quality and 
flexibility.

From the very beginning, 
ADVANCED Motion Controls has 
organized around the principle 
that people-to-people accessibility 
and superior expertise is key in 
helping customers quickly bring 
great new products to market.

ADVANCED Motion Controls

Any Controller...

Any Motor...

Any Feedback...

Your Idea. Your Product.

Our focus is motion controls 
from Sales, Support, Design, and 
Manufacturing and that allows us 
to be the fastest and best supplier 
of competitive high value motion 
control products.

In our 25th year of servo drive 
manufacturing, with over 2 
million servo axes built and 
shipped worldwide!

25 Years of Excellence

Your Custom Servo Solutions Partner!

Everything’s possible.
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Any Environment...

Any Network...
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Our in-house technical and 
customer service support teams 
assure rapid and efficient response 
to customer needs and our 
unsurpassed manufacturing and 
global support get what you need, 
when you need it.

Our intention is to provide 
customers with technical and 
financial advantages in motion 
control by offering superior cost-
effective servo drive products.

C o n t e n t s
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ADVANCED Motion Controls - An Automation Resource

• Facility specifically designed to integrate 
Engineering, Manufacturing, Testing, and 
Support in a single location

• Four in-house engineering labs

• Two full production lines building 
custom, prototype, and production units

• Unmatched scheduling flexibility and 
quality control in manufacturing our 
wide range of products

• Custom servo drive solutions for both 
analog and digital designs

• Further customization for digital 
products available with customer-
dedicated firmware

• Private label software for digital drive 
commissioning

• Communication protocol language 
subsets for quick-turn solutions

In-house Design & Manufacturing

Customs Capabi l i t ies

By selecting ADVANCED Motion Controls as your 
custom servo drive partner you will be adding an 
integral member to your design engineering team 
with multi-industry expertise.

Our customers have direct access to our engineering 
teams who not only listen to the customer’s needs 
but also understand system integration.

Engineer-to-Engineer interaction with our customers 
is key to our ability to address your technical and 
technology needs. We listen to your needs and we 
listen to your requests.

Our innovative engineers continually push the limits 
of technology to meet the anticipated demands of the 
motion control market.

Custom servo drives are built by the same people 
on the same in-house production lines as standard 
products. This enables rapid development, fast 
delivery, and exceptional reliability for OEMs.

We can support and sell optimized solutions to 
customers as if they were standard products. We 
create whatever you specify.

• Networking options are not limited 
to those available on standard 
products - our experience in multiple 
communication protocols allows us to 
provide custom digital drives for a variety 
of network types
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• Customer initiates by placing order for a 
limited number of prototypes

• Major milestone review

• Prototype ships with same process as 
production product

• Optional on-site integration

• Customer testing in-parallel with 
ADVANCED Motion Controls’ in-house 
compliance testing and DVT

• Change orders and iterations

• Customer sign-off on prototypes

• Production

A custom design with ADVANCED 
Motion Controls has many advantages 
when it comes to cost and lead times

• Tailored to meet the exact form, fit, and 
function of our customer’s requirements

• Optimized custom designs will likely cost 
less due to reduction of components or 
features not needed for specific system

• Our experience and in-house facilities 
will produce reliable custom solutions 
faster than any other supplier on the 
market

Customs Process

Design and Development

Prototype and Qualification

• Onsite visits by Sales Engineers, Design 
Engineers, and/or Applications Engineers 
for hands-on application understanding and 
specification discovery

• High-level internal review of preliminary 
specifications, quantities, cost targets, 
commercial issues, etc.

• Budgetary proposal

• Preliminary customer approval

• ADVANCED Motion Controls internal review 
with Sales Manager, Product Manager, 
Applications Engineering, Design Engineering 
Manager and others needed to complete the 
Project Requirements Document (PRD)

• Formal customer approval of PRD

• ADVANCED Motion Controls submits 
development proposal with following detail:

 ▫ Development schedule with milestones
 ▫ NRE
 ▫ Agency certification and testing
 ▫ Prototype and Production costs

ADVANCED Motion Controls is structured to 
facilitate delivering high quality optimized servo 
products to OEMs

Customer

Applications 
Engineering 
and Product 
Management

Sales and 
Customer 

Service 
Support

Design 
Engineering

Customers have direct access to all departments within 
ADVANCED Motion Controls. Sales, Applications, and 
Engineering support custom products throughout the 
lifetime of the product, with additional on-site assistance 
available. We make the custom process transparent to 
our customers, and encourage quality audits and visits to 
our factory so customers can gain an understanding of 
our capabilities and corporate structure.

Manufacturing 
and Quality
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Solut ions Technology

When working with a customer in developing a custom servo drive design, ADVANCED Motion 
Controls’ sales and design engineers are focused on identifying the problem that can’t be met 
with our standard products, then finding the best possible solution for all parties involved.

Assembly Automation and 
General Factory Machinery
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How can our next motion control challenge become your motion 
control solution?

We work towards solving your design problems in tandem with your engineers 
from a system point of view. Our goal is to ensure the success of the project, not 
to sell you a drive.

While no two applications are identical, our expertise in “Solutions Technology” 
and bringing custom designs from inception to production ensures that each new 
design is based on proven methods of success while also integrating the latest 
technology.

The examples on the following pages provide a glimpse of the different types of 
custom drive technology made available from ADVANCED Motion Controls to 
many different customers.

ADVANCED Motion Controls’ 
custom servo drives currently 
operate in a multitude of 
industries and applications!

            ...and many others!

Communications Control

Electric Mobility and 
Mobile Robotics

Entertainment

Homeland Security and 
Defense

Inspection Testing and 
Rapid Prototyping

Lab Automation

Machine Tool and 
Metalworking

Material Handling and 
Conveyed Systems

Medical

Packaging

Power Generation and 
Alternative Energy Sources

Robotics (Fixed)

Semiconductor

Simulators

http://www.a-m-c.com/successes/industries.html
http://www.a-m-c.com/successes/industries.html
http://www.a-m-c.com/successes/industries.html
http://www.a-m-c.com/successes/industries.html


Embedded Dr ives
ADVANCED Motion Controls’ ‘Z-drives’ began as a custom design project and extension 
of the product line - unmatched power density in a small package that can be embedded 
directly into a customer’s PCB. This then became a standard product line over a wider range 
of power and capabilities. For further optimization, a custom ‘Z-drive’ design will provide 
system designers with complete PCB-integration while retaining all the functionality of 
larger digital and analog drives with a design tailored to fit the exact system requirements. 
A common footprint and available mounting cards throughout the ‘Z-drive’ product line 
streamlines the prototype and testing phase, allowing custom design iterations to be 
swiftly modified and re-introduced to the system with minimal hassle.

Artificial Heart Pump System
• Artificial heart pump system for patients awaiting 
heart transplant

• ‘Z-drive’ powering pump mechanics for ambulatory 
hospital system and portable variation of product

• ADVANCED Motion Controls’ sales and design team 
worked with customer to modify initial custom 
drive design to accommodate requirements for 2nd 
generation product

• Drives shipped with preset switch and potentiometer 
configuration to ensure standardization

• Increased over-temperature headroom to allow for 
extra reliability

Automated Guided Cart (AGC) Control
• DigiFlex® Performance™ ‘Z-drive’ and mounting card driving 
AGC in factory/warehouse environments

• Increased continuous current capability from standard digital 
networked ‘Z-drive’ to match customer application requirements

• DC voltage supply range modified for system specifications
• Mounting card with custom connectors to ease integration and 
installation used on production AGC

Additional Solutions
• ‘Z-drive’ for brushless motor driving 

plasma cutting head machines

• Network capable ‘Z-drives’ and mounting 
cards for 5 axes in a dental milling machine

• Robotic welding system using 
reduced current ‘Z-drive’ with 

additional operating mode

E X A M P L E  S O L U T I O N S
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E X A M P L E  S O L U T I O N SMult ip le  Ser vo Axes
For servo systems that operate in more than one dimension of motion, a custom 
drive specially designed to control all motion axes will greatly simplify a project 
and improve system reliability. Multiple servo axes of motion built into one unit will 
eliminate redundant components, save space, and reduce overall cost. ADVANCED 
Motion Controls’ experience in developing, designing, and integrating multi-axis 
platforms across a variety of applications and power ranges will yield the best 
possible solution for your custom project.

ROV Gripper Arm and Wheels
• Application utilizes two custom dual-axis drives 
to power both the ROV wheels and gripper arm 
‘shoulder’

• Initial testing with standard single-axis servo drive 
on ROV wheels only to determine capability

• ADVANCED Motion Controls’ Sales Engineering 
team visited customer to help solve design issues

• Solution recommended as custom dual-axis 
drives with mechanically integrated heat sink to 
power wheels and ROV arm

• Successfully reduced customer component count 
and cost, and solved gearing, tuning, and heat 
dissipation issues

Additional 
Solutions
• Dual-axis servo drive sized to 
fit within motorized camera housing

• Dual-axis mounting card with 
‘Z-drives’ for X-ray collimator

• Friction free, high reliability 
magnetic bearing controller using 
5-axis mounting card and 
‘Z-drives’ assembly

Dual-processor Servo Drive with Integrated Control Card

• Up to 4 axes of servo 
control for moving coil 
actuator technology

• Two processors handling 
dual-axis command 
simultaneously

• 3rd-party motion controller 
card integrated with drive

• Outer case for drive and 
controller assembly with 
customer logo provided by 
customer to match entire 
product line

5 www.a-m-c.com



Integrat ion and 
Ruggedizat ion
System designers are often challenged by having to fit multiple pieces of 
hardware into a confined area. Motors, cables, controllers, and servo drives must 
all occupy limited design space. ADVANCED Motion Controls has the unique 
advantage of being able to provide custom servo drives that can be sized exactly 
to fit the application dimensions, including direct integration into the system 
hardware. All PCB design and layout is done in-house, allowing your custom drive 
to be developed and built in the fastest possible time.

E X A M P L E  S O L U T I O N S

Heavy Equipment Engine Temperature Control 
• Precise air flow temperature control for 
heavy industrial machinery

• Available space resulted in custom servo 
drive solution mounted directly to motor 
endcap

• Dual-sided PCB allowed for additional 
power density

• To maximize integration, Hall sensors 
were included on the servo drive PCB

• Servo drive designed for operating 
temperatures of -40ºC to +112ºC

• Controlled over the vehicle’s 
microprocessor via J-1939

Unmanned Submersible Camera
• 8 axes of camera pan and tilt control required 
for unmanned submersible

• Due to the restricted space within the vehicle, 
customer needed high power servo drive in a 
small package

• Standard ‘Z-drives’ were initially considered 
for the project, but a fully custom design 
that would fit within the motor housing was 
developed after discussion with ADVANCED 
Motion Controls’ engineers

• Additionally required to withstand pressures 
of 6000m under water (58900 kPa)

• Customer commanded drive operation with ADVANCED Motion Controls’ 
RS485/232 serial protocol

Additional 
Solutions

• Servo drive baseplate/
heatsink integrated into 

ROV arm hardware

• Specially-sized servo drive for 
space requirements in electric 

vehicle fuel cell

• ‘Z-drive’ heatsink incorporated 
into dispensing machinery 

hardware

6www.a-m-c.com



Extended Envi ronment
As motion control technology expands to more industries and varied applications, the rigors 
that servo drives are expected to survive increase as well. High and low ambient temperature 
operation, the ability to cope with extreme altitudes and atmospheric pressures, and 
enhanced shock and vibration resistance are rapidly becoming essential parameters for many 
projects. Whether designing to meet military standards, or simply for everyday commercial 
usage in harsh environments, ADVANCED Motion Controls is at the forefront of developing 
custom servo drives to meet the strictest and most unforgiving of requirements.

Cold Weather Aircraft Hoist
• Aircraft hoist designed for extreme cold 
weather environments

• Standard analog series servo drive initially 
designed into project

• Development of application specifications 
led to design of custom M/V™ series motor 
controller

• Operation in ambient temperatures down to 
-40ºC

• RTV and conformal coating used for rugged 
environmental requirements

Unmanned Military Robot Motor Actuator
• Drive serves as motor actuator on robot for military/
defense applications

• Customer tested project with standard drive
• Power requirements, sizing, and desire for added 
features led to development of fully custom drive

• Designed to meet MIL-STD-810F for shock and 
vibration requirements - withstands 260g, 6ms half 
sine wave shock events in any direction

• Operating temperatures down to -40°C
• Customer specified connectors and CANopen 
network command

Additional 
Solutions
• ‘Z-drive’ designed to 
handle excessive shock/
vibration for weapons 
positioning system

• Cold storage conveyor belt 
systems

• Telemetry tracking antenna 
installation inside the 
Arctic Circle
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ADVANCED Motion Controls also offers dedicated standard product lines of extended 
environment ‘Z-drives’ - AZX and DZX drive models come in a variety of control methods 
and power ranges designed for the harshest thermal and mechanical conditions.

E X A M P L E  S O L U T I O N S
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Speci f ied Sof tware
Providing OEMs with optimal custom solutions will often extend beyond the hardware and circuitry design 
aspect. Depending on the customer’s needs, ADVANCED Motion Controls is capable of developing and 
delivering custom software and firmware packages that bring ‘form, fit, and function’ to the digital 
programming level. From fully customized application programming interfaces to optimized firmware 
and setup software project files, a custom software partnership will offer system designers a servo 
solution specifically tailored to meet their requirements.

Custom API for Complex Multi-Axis Motion Planning
• Custom multi-axis design for ceiling-
mounted X-ray imaging system spanning 
multiple generations of ADVANCED Motion 
Controls’ hardware and firmware

• High-level C++ interface to the ADVANCED 
Motion Controls’ EtherCAT® command set 
using customer-proprietary algorithms

• Includes device storage, I/O capabilities, 
and support for firmware and configuration 
downloads

• Full backwards compatibility maintained 
throughout different drive configurations

• Rigorous regression testing capability to 
satisfy medical industry requirements for 
reliability and patient safety

• Combines different power level servo drives 
into one enclosure to maximize system 
space

Private Labeled Drive Configuration Software
• ADVANCED Motion Controls’ 
software and hardware 
provided to private label 
partner

• Drives and software featured 
in multi-axis control packages 
and linear motor and voice 
coil product lines

• Customer name and logo 
used in software interface, 
servo drive labeling, and 
accompanying documentation

Additional Solutions
• Reduced subset of 

communication protocol as required 
by customer’s use cases

• Specialized project file pre-loaded 
into drives prior to shipping

• Custom-tailored firmware to 
meet application and system 

requirements

• ADVANCED Motion Controls’ exclusive 
DeMultiplexed Motion Technology 
(‘DxM’) used to drive multiple axes of 
motion on an EtherCAT® network

• Single EtherCAT® node uses ‘DxM’ 
technology to communicate with multiple 
slave sub-nodes saving node costs

E X A M P L E  S O L U T I O N S
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Specia l ized Motor  Operat ions
With 25 years of experience in designing custom servo drives for a multitude of applications and industries, ADVANCED 

Motion Controls has built up a wealth of knowledge in working with a variety of motor types. From industry-standard 
brush type and brushless motors to cutting-edge motor technology and everything in-between, ADVANCED 

Motion Controls’ can provide a custom servo drive solution developed to meet the specific motor parameters 
for any application.

Wind Turbine Electric Blade Pitch Control
• Controlling angle of windmill blades for wind energy systems
• Off-the-shelf DigiFlex® Performance™ drives satisfied 
requirements, but performance could be improved with custom 
design

• ADVANCED Motion Controls’ design engineers helped 
customer troubleshoot AC induction motor tuning issues

• Power capability for custom design increased to 100A peak / 
50A continuous with a 3-phase, 380 VAC supply

• Custom IP54 case with cooling fan mounted to drive baseplate

• Custom DigiFlex® Performance™ drive powering 
high-pole count, high torque pancake motors in 
photopheresis treatment machines used to withdraw, 
medicate, and return white blood cells to patients

• Design modified to accept AC supply input only per 
customer requirements

• Increased analog command input accuracy
• Customer-specific firmware and drive commissioning 
file loaded into drive in-house before shipping

Photopheresis Treatment Machine

E X A M P L E  S O L U T I O N S
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Additional Solutions
•  Chemical mechanical planarization tool for high-

pole count, direct drive, hollow-shaft motor

• Ultra high switching frequency drive in automotive materials 
handling robotics

•     Unique drive parameters for gyro-stabilized pan and tilt 
camera with very low inductance motor

www.a-m-c.com



EMI Exper t ise
Servo drives are inherently “noisy” devices - the PWM switching at 
the heart of servo technology creates EMI issues that can affect other 
aspects of a system. For EMI sensitive applications or projects that 
must meet certain EMI requirements, ADVANCED Motion Controls is 
capable of either modifying a standard drive to reduce EMI emissions, 
or designing a fully custom servo drive to provide best possible EMI 
reduction. 

Tele-manipulated Endoscopic Surgery System
• Robotic surgery system using 2 different custom DigiFlex® 
Performance™ drive models (6 drives in total for each 
robot)

• Prototyping done with standard models
• Medical compliance testing led to the development of 
custom designs to meet stringent EMI and noise immunity 
requirements

• Tested compliant to IEC60601-1-2 Class A -6dB for 
emission and immunity standards

• Optical isolation between low and high power circuits
• Design also includes custom PCB shape and layout, custom 
connectors, and custom baseplate/case

Long Range Directed Acoustic Hailing and Warning Device
• Shipboard long range hailing system with precise directional capability
• Proof-of-concept testing done with DigiFlex® Performance™ ethernet-capable 
‘Z-drive’

• To reduce cost to customer and minimize hardware footprint, a custom combined 
mounting card and drive assembly were designed to fit into customer enclosure 

• Enhanced EMI filtering added to mounting card PCB
• Customer-specified connectors and encoder power supply added to mounting 
card to simplify integration into final product

• Utilizes TCP/IP network command and absolute encoder feedback

Additional 
Solutions

• Custom drive with 
enhanced EMI protection in 

semiconductor wirebonding machine

• Medical grade emissions and 
immunity compliant servo drive for 
cardiovascular X-ray device

• Multi-axis drive with additional 
filtering and ESD protection for 

automated warehouse robots

E X A M P L E  S O L U T I O N S
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Parameter  Opt imizat ion
ADVANCED Motion Controls offers hundreds of standard servo drives over a 
wide range of size, power output, and current capability. However, to achieve 
the best possible performance in certain system designs, some standard 
servo drives can be modified to optimally match the customer requirements. 
Whether optimizing one parameter, such as an increase in continuous current 
output, or multiple parameters at the circuit level, PCB level, or product 
hardware, ADVANCED Motion Controls is capable of “fine-tuning” our servo 
drives to best meet your application’s needs.

Portable Chest Compression Device
• Single-axis machine that winds a belt with a rotary 
motor to provide automatic chest compressions

• Standard drive used for testing; size, shape, and 
functionality didn’t quite fit for production

• Custom drive developed in 7 weeks from design 
to delivery

• 75% increase in peak power
• 25% smaller than standard drive
• Integrated heat sink into machine’s cooling tunnel
• Optimized functionality with “no extras” to meet 
customer’s exact set of needs

• Operating mode modified to mimic kinematic 
functions

Automated Coordinate Measuring Machines
• Custom ‘Z-drives’ on 35 different models 
of customer’s coordinate measurement 
machines

• Standard ‘Z-drive’ was tested and met the 
application requirements, performing better 
than the competition or existing solutions

• ADVANCED Motion Controls’ applications 
and design engineers worked with customer 
to improve performance even further

• Custom circuit-level current-loop tuning 
specific to customer’s application yielded 
even greater results

• Precision tuning now shows no measurable 
difference in performance between 
production machines

Additional 
Solutions
• ‘Z-drive’ with modified 
switching frequency, current 
capability, current monitor 
scaling, and custom tuning for 
automotive test machine

• Military weapons turret using drive with 
optimized temperature requirements and 
specialized FETs

• Photovoltaic solar-tracking array utilizing 
embedded ‘Z-drives’ with custom peak current 
specifications

E X A M P L E  S O L U T I O N S
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Off-the-Shel f  Se lect ion
Visit www.a-m-c.com to browse through our selection of servo 
drives, mounting cards, power supplies, shunt regulators, and filter 
cards to see if one of our currently offered products will suit your 
application.

• Servo Drive Family Product Tables - browse through 
a variety of available models, categorized and sortable by form factor, 
command type, power, and other capabilities
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www.a-m-c.com

Finding the right servo drive is easy using the options available on our website

Contact us to begin your custom servo solution, 
or search our readily available product line to 
find a solution for your project.

• Automated Drive Selection Tool - enter specific 
application parameters and let our search tool narrow down the 
list of possible drive models for you

235

In addition to providing unmatched speed, reliability, and customer 
service in the development of custom servo drives, ADVANCED 
Motion Controls also offers hundreds of off-the-shelf servo drives 
and accessories.

http://www.a-m-c.com/products/drives.html
http://www.a-m-c.com
http://www.a-m-c.com/products/drives.html?tab=1


www.a-m-c.com
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 » Superior performance and product offering

 » Fast delivery to meet your needs

 » Worldwide factory trained technical and sales support

 » Engineering support available to you on-site

 » Close collaboration with, and an extension of, your engineering team

 » Diverse industrial experiences and knowledge allows us to improve your systems

 » Proud of providing you with the most optimized solutions

 » Passionate about your success

Partnering with ADVANCED Motion Controls

3805 Calle Tecate | Camarillo, CA 93012 | 805.389.1935

Providing motion control solutions to OEMs is our focus...

Everything’s possible
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